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Canvas Updates

We have wrapped up White Glove migration for spring course offerings. In addition, several additional features will be available in the fall so be on the lookout. If you have not been migrated yet, your fall course will be active in Canvas as soon as you receive an email notification. faculty and staff will have access to view courses as soon as you receive an email notification.

Teaching the syllabus online from Canvas to Digital Measures began this week. As a result of the migration, faculty are notified that updates to Canvas and the syllabus are on Digital Measures portal. The criteria for all semester-end courses is to ensure that the course materials are complete and ready for compliance with Texas Education Code.

Incorporate accessibility features into your Canvas in the Production guide. This guide contains information on job seek, 508, Final. For briefing purposes, early warning is available to Canvas and later, faculty will be reviewing the guide for accessibility features. Training on accessibility preparation will only be available after the completion of the first week of the semester.

Canvas training staff with OSU-When the videos are released, a schedule of all instructions will be available in Canvas for those who want to receive training.

Canvas news: The 2019-2020 academic year provides opportunities for students to take on their own e-Portfolios. E-Portfolios are public, allowing users to share materials such as writing samples; or e-Portfolios can be set to courses.

As Canvas becomes the premier teaching and learning platform, students, faculty and staff of UTA's move to Canvas. Students were encouraged to download the Canvas app and begin engaging with its many features. Digital screens across campus also featured ads. Another key task was to notify faculty and staff of UTA's move to Canvas. Canvas training staff met with UTA Orientation leaders to provide information and training.

Canvas Newsletters are featured in the image. Faculty Affairs | Nedderman Hall 249 | 817-272-7422.

Canvas Feature of the Month: e-Portfolios

The Canvas E-portfolio is a powerful tool for faculty, students, and staff.

E-Portfolios can be used as a portfolio for students to showcase their work, including a number of online sessions.
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